6 August 2017

Sunday Paper

Godflix: Sing
At the heart of the movie Sing is the idea
of finding and following your passion. The
problem for some of us is that that idea of
finding our passion makes us either want
to vomit or hyperventilate! Well, let’s try
not to do either of those and dive into a
deeper idea of passion and how we are
wired for this bigger vision that God sees
in all of us.

What to expect today
(it’s pretty simple)
We’re glad you’re here. Have some coffee, find a chair.
Music—sing along!
Welcome
Say Hi & Music
Message—“Godflix: Sing” ~Heidi Esposito
Offering—Thank You
Songs & Closing
Go and be Jacob’s Well!

Also today…
We’re glad you’re here! Summer is a time for us to be community “all together.” Be sure
to check out the kids table! Jacob's Well is a welcoming place for kids and families to
learn! Some kids need a little extra space - that's why The Wiggle Room is open for kids
6mo-preschool. Visit jacobs-well.net/tips for 6 helpful tips for being “all together.”
Offering. Jacob’s Well takes an offering because we believe in what God is doing among
us and it takes money to do it. We are committed to being open and responsible with
our shared resources. Together our generosity can make amazing things happen—
including inside us! Thanks.

Coming Up and More…
Next Sunday: Godflix—Arrival
This is not your usual alien invasion movie! They typically take us down the road of
what we fear in the shadows of the unknown. Instead Arrival takes us down the
road of simultaneously discovering how much bigger existence is than we ever
thought, and how close and connected we are to all things. Over all, Arrival gives us
a chance to reflect on what it is like to arrive on the shore of a never before seen
land, and how our preconceptions shape what we find there. See you August 13!

Get to Know Jacob’s Well!
New to Jacob's Well or been around a while and want to help share it? Come get to
know people, learn more about the Jacob's Well story and ask questions. We'll talk
about the whys and some hows of Jacob's Well and share some pizza in a Jacob’s
Well home. A date and location will be determined soon! Email melissa@jacobswell.net if you are interested in attending.

Giving=Living!
Our next blood drive is on Sunday, August 27, 9:15am-12:15pm, at Field Middle
School. Visit jacobs-well.net/blooddrive to sign up and use sponsor code
3404. Drop-ins are welcome too!

If you are new, welcome!
Thanks for being Jacob’s Well today.
We’d love to meet you and share some
chocolate.

Whole brain learning…

Find the table with
this question mark…

...engages the whole brain allowing us to remember, categorize, and
synthesize information and ideas better, longer, and with more openness.
… “encourages” people to engage.
...acknowledges that everyone has ideas and something to contribute.

Sing teaches you about discovering your passion.
Passion is less about what we do, and more about the meaning behind it.

What we’re reading this week:
Romans 15.7-13. Find more
ways to dig into the Bible and this
conversation at
jacobs-well.net/leftovers and
facebook.com/SOAPdaily.

There are bike racks on the
west side of the building!
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Homework practice - Share your circles of what you love, how you

feel appreciated, and where you are making a difference with

family or a friend. Discover where your passions are showing up!

There is typically someone at the Jacob’s
Well office during the following hours:
Mon, Wed & Thurs 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Tues Noon to 4 p.m.

